Your
Check In Call

What to expect?
In your check in call

First and foremost thank you for booking your check in call, choosing to take those next
steps are the difference between making progress and possibly staying exactly where
you are.
Whatever you are hoping to achieve I am more than convinced we will make it happen
together. All that is required is that we are the right fit for each other which we will
discuss in your call.
At times we can feel:
Isolated
Lost / Confused about the future
Pining for something that we dont quite know?
A lack of support
Unable to process current situation
Together we will look at where you are right now, this will help us guide you to the place
that you are seeking. Perhaps you are not even sure where to start your journey and
that is also ok. After our check in we will then look at options to propel you straight into
your next destination.
Whether you would like to look into:
Healing
Mind chatter / internal monologue
Your energetic field
Career
Relationships
Intuition
Spirituality
Your true path in life
Direction
Mindset
(Our call could take us anywhere but this is a nice starting point)

What next?
To truly understand where the journey will take you it is important that
we establish some goals. Goals are great at allowing us to see where we started and of
course a great benchmark of progress for you to hold dear.
Life can seem like an uphill struggle and you have every right to feel this way. Human
potential is massively underplayed in what I call the ladder of life. We will explore
possibilities and steer you closer to your true self, the person you have dreamed to be.
One thing is for sure is that life is a place. Should we agree that we are the right fit to work
with one another here is a snapshot of some of the services that I can offer for you.
Energy healing
Coaching
Energy Healing and coaching
Choose from Single sessions and 6 - weekly courses
I have spent many years assisting individuals to navigate their current life landscape with
excellent results. By combining the essence of our existence: mind body and spirit there
are no limits to the infinite amount of opportunities available.
The best thing is that we will empower you with ways to
maintain these changes long after your session or course.
I look forward to our check in very soon.
Love,
Chantelle
x

